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Abstract

This paper investigates the inherent knowl-
edge in language models from the perspective
of epistemological holism. The purpose of
this paper is to explore whether LLMs exhibit
characteristics consistent with epistemological
holism. These characteristics suggest that core
knowledge, such as general scientific knowl-
edge, each plays a specific role, serving as the
foundation of our knowledge system and be-
ing difficult to revise. To assess these traits
related to holism, we created a scientific rea-
soning dataset and examined the epistemology
of language models through three tasks: Ab-
duction, Revision, and Argument Generation.
In the abduction task, the language models ex-
plained situations while avoiding revising the
core knowledge. However, in other tasks, the
language models were revealed not to distin-
guish between core and peripheral knowledge,
showing an incomplete alignment with holistic
knowledge principles.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in language models have ex-
tended their capabilities beyond simple question-
answering (QA) tasks to more complex knowledge-
intensive retrieval and reasoning challenges akin to
problems solved by humans (Petroni et al., 2021;
Lewis et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2023). Moving be-
yond these QA tasks, large-scale language mod-
els are now recognized for their ability to revise
and update their knowledge, including the implicit
consequences of such modifications (Zhong et al.,
2023; Cohen et al., 2023). Furthermore, there is
an increasing interest in applying language mod-
els in more applied fields such as medicine and
law, given their human-like functionality in var-
ious knowledge evaluation tasks (Elbattah et al.,
2021; Henderson et al., 2022; Singhal et al., 2023;
Bommasani et al., 2023).

This paper focuses on a more philosophical in-
quiry: we explore the nature of the epistemology
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Figure 1: A diagram of the holistic web of belief. At the
core, there are certain pieces of knowledge that serve
as the basis of our beliefs. while towards the periphery,
less certain empirical knowledge is located. In this web,
all knowledge is revisable, but when we encounter new
experiences, the peripheral knowledge is more prone to
revision than that at the core.

inherent in language models, questioning what they
know, how they process their beliefs, and how they
handle knowledge from philosophical viewpoints.
The primary aim of this paper is to examine the
knowledge within language models through the
lens of epistemological holism, particularly focus-
ing on whether these models possess core knowl-
edge, such general scientific knowledge and com-
monsense, as outlined by epistemological holism.

One of the tenets of epistemological holism is
that our knowledge forms a “Web of Belief.”, which
means that no piece of knowledge is isolated; rather,
each is interconnected with others, forming a net-
work. At the core of this network lie relatively
certain knowledge elements such as logic, com-
monsense, and scientific facts, which are difficult
to revise even when counterexamples are presented.
On the web’s periphery are empirical facts, more
directly related to experience and more easily re-
vised upon encountering counterexamples (Quine,
1951; Quine and Ullian, 1970). Epistemological
holism adopts a kind of pragmatic point of view
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regarding knowledge revision. When faced with
a counterexample to a general fact, one tends to
defend the general fact as much as possible while
seeking alternative conditions or explanations. A
classic example is the response to the failure of
Newton’s laws to precisely predict Uranus’s orbit.
Instead of revising Newtonian mechanics, scien-
tists hypothesized the existence of another influenc-
ing planet, leading to Neptune’s discovery (Kuhn,
1962).

We developed a dataset based on the World Tree
corpus (Xie et al., 2020) by following the procedure
used in the Worker-AI collaboration framework
(Liu et al., 2022), Through this dataset, we eval-
uated how language models respond to collisions
with general knowledge by evaluating three tasks:
Abduction, Revision, and Argument Generation,
along with fine-tuning. In the abduction task, all
models achieved over 60% without tampering with
core knowledge. However, in revision and argu-
ment generation tasks, even state-of-the-art models
frequently negated core knowledge. Results from
Supervised Fine-tuning also revealed that language
models tend to treat general factual knowledge and
core knowledge equally. These mixed outcomes
imply that LLMs’ alignment with a holistic episte-
mological framework may be context-dependent,
indicating a partial, rather than comprehensive, ad-
herence to holistic epistemology.

2 Related Works

Knowledge Editing Previous research on knowl-
edge editing has primarily focused on the paramet-
ric knowledge update process. Cao et al. (2021);
Jang et al. (2023) argued the importance of factual
knowledge updates in language models as informa-
tion that changes over time. Mitchell et al. (2022);
Meng et al. (2023a,b) introduced methods for up-
dating specific networks to efficiently inject new
knowledge. Zheng et al. (2023) showed that knowl-
edge can be revised through in-context learning
(ICL). Since the update of a single sentence can im-
pact related sentences, Cohen et al. (2023); Zhong
et al. (2023) have studied the implicit knowledge
editing that occurs when knowledge edits happen.
Qian et al. (2023) demonstrate that language mod-
els are sensitive to external knowledge that conflicts
with parametric knowledge. Our paper includes a
task related to knowledge editing. However, our
aim goes beyond examining the consistency of lan-
guage models given external facts. We seek to

understand how LLMs modify existing knowledge
or defend it when presented with abnormal coun-
terfactuals.

Inference Ability of Language Models Histor-
ically, significant efforts have been dedicated to
evaluating and enhancing the reasoning capabili-
ties of language systems. (McCarthy, 1959). For
example, the Natural Language Inference (NLI)
task involves classifying the entailment relation-
ship between two sentences (Bowman et al., 2015;
Williams et al., 2018; Nie et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2022). Bhagavatula et al. (2020) introduced a rea-
soning dataset that evaluates if a language model
can provide the best explanation given a scenario.
Zhao et al. (2023) introduced research that explains
situations where unexpected events occur in every-
day life. This paper explores the preference and
reasoning of language models in situations where
they conflict with general facts and could poten-
tially disrupt our belief system and where multiple
indeterministic yet valid logical conclusions exist.

Science Knowledge of Language Models The
exploration of whether LLMs possess scientific
knowledge and are capable of scientific reason-
ing has also been a subject of research. SCINLI
is an NLI dataset with a focus on scientific top-
ics (Sadat and Caragea, 2022). Datasets like SC-
ITAIL (Khot et al., 2018), ARC (Clark et al.,
2018), WorldTree (Williams et al., 2018), Open-
BookQA (Mihaylov et al., 2018) involve school
level science problems and evaluate whether lan-
guage models can find correct answers. As
WorldTree dataset includes a dataset involving one
sentence scientific facts, we utilized it to make our
(scientific fact, counter-example, explanations) tu-
ple dataset.

3 Primer on Epistemology

Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that ex-
plores knowledge. It investigates the conditions
under which we can claim to “know” something.
Traditional epistemology has focused on the norma-
tive conditions of knowledge, defining knowledge
as “justified true belief” and contemplating what
constitutes justification, the definition of truth, and
the nature of belief. While traditional epistemology
deals with the normative aspects of knowledge, i.e.,
the necessary and sufficient conditions of knowl-
edge, naturalized epistemology discusses how our
knowledge is actually formed and undergoes re-



vision, and holism is one of the most well-known
branches of naturalized epistemology (Quine, 1968;
Audi, 1997). In this paper, we study the epistemol-
ogy of language models.

3.1 Epistemological Holism

Contrary to the traditional approach that examines
propositions in isolation to determine their justi-
fication and truth, Quine (1951) suggests that no
piece of knowledge is isolated but is interconnected
with other knowledge in the web of beliefs. When
a proposition is tested, it brings the entire related
knowledge and knowledge system to the test bench.
For instance, in the case of scientific knowledge
or theoretical propositions, a single proposition is
not tested, confirmed, or refuted alone. It is tested
along with other related theories, common sense,
and empirical conditions. When our system of
knowledge operates in this way, if we encounter
observational fact that support the common, ac-
cepted scientific facts, it strengthens our belief in
those facts. However, if an observation contra-
dicts general knowledge, we must revise our web
of belief. However, from a pragmatism viewpoint,
core propositions such as logical, mathematical, or
commonsense knowledge are those we are reluc-
tant to modify as core statements form the basis
of our knowledge and are coherently connected
with many other beliefs. Rather, we prefer to re-
vise other conditions or empirical observations re-
lated to them, and knowledge evolves in this man-
ner (Quine, 1968; Quine and Ullian, 1970; Quine,
1951). The argument of holism in the philosophy
of science is illustrated in Figure 3.

4 Dataset

We construct a holism reasoning dataset based on
scientific facts in the WorldTree V2 dataset (Xie
et al., 2020). Therefore, all scientific facts in our
dataset are included in WorldTree V2. We augment
the dataset with counterfactual observations. The
generation process of the counterfactuals is simi-
lar to the one described in Liu et al. (2022). We
followed three steps to create our dataset:

1. We initially collect a subset of scientific facts
from the WorldTree V2 dataset.

2. For each fact, we overgenerate several counter-
observations and plausible explanations using
GPT-3.5-Turbo.

3. We select the best explanations and create a
tuple of the scientific fact, counter observation,
and possible explanations.

We represent our sample as quadruplet (s, c, e∗1, e
∗
2)

where s is general scientific fact, c is counter ob-
servation, e∗1, e

∗
2 are plausible explanations.

4.1 Extraction

The WorldTree dataset also released a table W
for creating explanations for scientific problems,
which stores one sentence of scientific knowledge.
We derived scientific facts from the given store
W and made a new scientific knowledge store
W

′ ⊂ W . Not all facts were extracted; those with
difficult-to-create counterexamples and possible
conditions were filtered out. For example, we ex-
cluded scientific definitions, tautological sentences,
sentences more logical than scientific, vague or am-
biguous statements, and sentences closer to ethics
than science.

4.2 Overgeneration

While creating the dataset, we leveraged the few-
shot ability of a language model F by providing
demonstrations that include negation of scientific
facts and mention of other conditions, compelling
the models to generate explanations. F (si, d) =
(si, ci, ei1, ei2, ei3, ei4, ei5) where si ∈ W

′
, d is

demonstration examples, ci is generated counter
example, and ei1 ∼ ei5 are generated possible ex-
planations. The generated counter examples ci start
with an observation situation prefixes such as “I ob-
served the fact” or “I discovered that”. We generate
observation statements that contradict the general
scientific fact si. For example, if the given scien-
tific fact is “sharks live in oceans.”, the counter
observation might be “I observed a shark living in
a freshwater lake.” For explanations, similar to Liu
et al. (2022), we overgenerated, producing several
explanations by using the language model. The first
explanation ei1 is a direct negation of the scientific
fact si. For example, if the fact is “sharks live in
oceans,” the model generates “sharks do not live
in oceans.” In other words, it essentially creates
a hasty generalized statement. The second expla-
nation ei2 uses negation with ’some,’ like “some
sharks do not live in the ocean.” The remaining
third to fifth candidate explanations ei3 ∼ ei5 were
freely generated by the model based on in-context
learning. We augmented data using GPT-3.5 with
a 4-shot demonstration.



Abduction Revision
Argument

Generation

Observation: I observed a young
amphibian living on land instead of in
water.

(A)Young amphibians do not  live in
water.

(B)Environmental factors such as the
availability of suitable food sources or
shelter on land may influence the
choice of habitat for young
amphibians.

What is the best explanation?

Hypothesis: Young amphibians live
in water

Observation: I observed a young
amphibian living on land instead of in
water.

What is the conclusion of given
hypothesis and observation?

Observation: I observed a young
amphibian living on land instead of in
water.

(A)Young amphibians do not  live in
water.

(B)There are no extraordinary
predators or competition driving
young amphibians to seek refuge on
land

Considering the observation, which
option is more likely to revised?

(B) There might be misunderstanding or
misidentifiaction in the observation.

(B)(B)

Figure 2: Introduction of three main tasks. The abduction task is a preference task that seeks to investigate whether
LLMs favor abductive explanations over negating core statements. The Argument generation task aims to explore
the capability of language models to produce holistic arguments. The revision task is designed to find out whether
language models, when faced with counterexamples, prefer to modify peripheral knowledge or instead opt to alter
core knowledge.

4.3 Filtering and Modification

After the explanations for a fact were gen-
erated from a language model, yielding
si, ci, ei1, ei2, ei3, ei4, ei5, a filtering process
was performed. During the filtering process, we
either used the generated responses verbatim from
the language model or manually modified them or
deleted the sample if the language model just re-
peat the input. For example, if the counterexample
does not start with “I observed” but simply negates
the general fact, we added the prefix manually.
Then, we select a single explanation among those,
excluding the first one that plausibly explained the
counterexample. The generated counterexamples
and explanation candidates tended to have low
diversity. Therefore, during the filtering process,
we manually selected a variety of explanations for
the dataset to ensure that they do not overlap. We
did not verify these explanations for their scientific
validity and verifiability. These explanations
could contradict actual scientific facts and be
fictional conditions. However, we allowed this as
speculative imagination is often a part of scientific
inquiry. Our final dataset can be represented as
H containing quadruplet (s, c, e∗1, e

∗
2) where s is

general scientific fact, c is counter observation,
e∗1, e

∗
2 are filtered explanation where e∗1 is direct

negation of s and e∗2 is abductive explanation
for the given contradicting situation (s, c). After
filtering, we were left with 1,709 samples, the
statistics are reported in the appendix in Table 2.

5 Task

Figure 3 shows the holistic argument in the phi-
losophy of science, called Duhem-Quine thesis
(Duhem, 1954). The motivation and hypothesis
behind our proposed task are as follows: Holism
assigns a special role to core statements, distinct
from other empirical propositions. Therefore, if
language models possess a holistic knowledge net-
work when they encounter facts that contradict the
core statements, they will avoid altering the core
statements as much as possible.

Based on this argument and motivation, we have
developed three tasks to assess holism in language
models: abduction, revision, and argument gener-
ation. You can see the examples of each task in
Figure 2

Abduction The first task is to determine the pref-
erence of a language model for two explanations.



Hypothesis: Scientific fact∧

(Auxiliary hypothesis ∧ Observation conditions)

Observation: Observed fact that can refute Scientific fact

Conclusion: ¬Scientific fact∨

¬Auxiliary hypothesis ∨ ¬Observation conditions

Figure 3: The argument of Duhem–Quine thesis. In
the hypotheses, implicit assumptions are interconnected
with explicit scientific facts. When an observation con-
tradicts a scientific fact, it challenges both the fact and
related statements. The conclusion of this process is
indeterministic, meaning we can either negate the sci-
entific fact or other implicit propositions. However, as
most scientific facts are the basis of our web of belief,
we often end up negating auxiliary hypotheses or obser-
vational conditions.

Given the inputs (c, e∗1, e
∗
2), we assess if a language

model prefers e∗1, which negates a general scientific
fact, or e∗2, which mentions a specific condition that
protects the general scientific fact and explains c.
We do not explicitly give s representing a general
fact in the input, as it is assumed that this informa-
tion is stored in the model’s parametric knowledge
as a core belief (Petroni et al., 2019). If the lan-
guage model has a holistic system, it will choose
e∗2 to avoid simply negating the general fact. The
formula for the task is as follows:

F ((c, e∗1, e
∗
2)) =


e∗1 if F directly negates s to explain c,

e∗2 if F prefers to protect s and uses
a specific condition to explain c.

(1)

Revision The revision task is a knowledge edit-
ing task. Similar to the abduction task, when
a counterexample is provided, this task involves
choosing which option should be modified in the
given counterexample. Specifically, the language
model receives (c, s,¬e∗2) as input. This means for
the counter observation c, the first candidate for
modification is the general fact s, and the second
candidate for modification is the negation of e∗2,
which denies the existence or effect of a specific
condition or the presence of a measurement error.
For example, this task involves deciding which
statement to modify when the language model en-
counters the sentence, c = “I observed that there is
a celestial object that is closer to the Earth than the
moon.” The choices are between modifying s =
“the moon is the celestial object that is closest to the

Earth” or ¬e∗2 = “There are no extraordinary near-
Earth asteroids or comets passing by our planet in
this circumstance.” According to epistemological
holism, ideally, the language model is likely to be
reluctant to modify the core statement s. Therefore,
it will select ¬e∗2, thereby protecting its system of
knowledge. The formula for the task is as follows:

F ((c, s,¬e∗2)) =


s if F directly negates s to explain c,

¬e∗2 if F protects s and prefers to
revise ¬e∗2 to explain c.

(2)

Argument Generation In this task, a hypothesis
s and an observation c are provided to the language
model, and the model is asked to infer a conclu-
sion from this context. Similar to the formula in
figure 3, we conducted controlled hypothetical in-
ference where auxiliary theories/hypotheses or spe-
cific conditions were not given. This is because
the essence of this task is to uncover these latent
conditions or to challenge explicit hypotheses. If
the language model exclusively draws conclusions
that negate the hypothesis s, it suggests that the
language model does not consider general facts or
commonsense as core facts within a holistic system,
contrary to what is expected in epistemological
holism. The formula for the task is as follows:

F ((s, c)) =


¬s if F directly negates s to explain c,

e
′

if F protects s and uses
a specific condition to explain c and s.

(3)

where e
′

is a generated sentence that explains the
given observation c without altering s.

6 Experimental Design

We conducted evaluations for the aforementioned
tasks using the FLAN-T5 models (ranging from
base to XXL) (Chung et al., 2022), Llama2-chat-7b
and 13b (Touvron et al., 2023), Phi-2 (Gunasekar
et al., 2023), GPT-3.5, and GPT-4 (OpenAI et al.,
2023). All tasks were executed as zero-shot eval-
uations. The reason for not employing in-context
learning is that the purpose of this paper is not to
enhance the performance of each task but to inves-
tigate whether language models consider scientific
facts and other universal truths as part of their core
knowledge that is difficult to revise. This is be-
cause, with a few-shot demonstration, language
models can easily choose between two options



based on sentence patterns. We used a total of
1,709 data samples as test samples for zero-shot
evaluation.

Evaluation Metric For convenience, we will re-
fer to general scientific knowledge as core knowl-
edge and statements or knowledge that explains
the conflicting situation by mentioning other con-
ditions or factors or raising questions about obser-
vation as peripheral statements. We measured the
metric Peripheral Response Ratio (PRR), showing
the proportion of instances out of the total samples
where the model explained the conflicting situa-
tion using peripheral statements rather than directly
negating or modifying general facts.

PRR =
The Number of peripheral statements

Total number of samples
(4)

Hence, in abduction or revision tasks, PRR refers
to the accuracy of the model choosing the periph-
eral statement; in the argument generation task,
PRR refers to the accuracy of the model response,
including the peripheral statement. For all evalua-
tions, we generated one sentence through greedy
decoding.

7 Results and Discussion

Preference Tasks: Do language models prefer
to keep general knowledge? In the abduction
task, all the models used in the experiment showed
a preference for explaining given atypical obser-
vations by mentioning the peripheral statements
rather than negating a general fact. Particularly in
the case of the Flan models, it was observed that
the PRR increased as the model size grew, with
Phi-2 showing 90% PRR. The type of GPT models
showed approximately 80% PRR for the abduction
task.

However, in the revision task the language mod-
els, in contrast to the abduction task, showed a low
PRR score. This low PRR implies that when faced
with atypical situations, language models prefer to
modify core knowledge, such as scientific facts and
commonsense. For example, when presented with
the observation, “I observed that the kidney is not
located in the abdomen,” language models favored
revising the knowledge “Kidney is located in the
abdomen” over asserting “There is no misidentifi-
cation or mistake in observation.” (This example is
an actual case from GPT-4). Intriguingly, for Flan
models, PRR decreased as the model size increased,

Model
Peripheral Response Ratio (%)

Abduction Revision
Argument

Generation

Flan-T5-Base 61.0 81.3 6.0

Flan-T5-Large 66.2 48.9 12.5

Flan-T5-XL 81.0 34.2 10.5

Flan-T5-XXL 83.1 7.1 9.90

Llama2-7b-chat 62.1 47.6 51.8

Llama2-13b-chat 64.3 42.8 38.4

Phi-2 90.9 62.0 17.0

GPT-3.5-turbo 83.7 23.2 15.0

GPT-4 79.5 15.6 32.5

Table 1: PRR (Peripheral Response Ratio) represents the
ratio at which the language model negates or modifies
knowledge located in the periphery instead of negating
or revising the core knowledge.

and only Phi-2, among the decoder models that per-
formed well in abduction tasks, also showed good
performance in the revision task. This outcome
reveals a different aspect of reasoning in language
models.

The primary goal of the abduction task is to se-
lect the most plausible explanation for a given ob-
servation that fits within the existing knowledge
framework. Due to the abundance of instructions
for explanations and datasets for abduction, lan-
guage models are likely to be familiar with these
types of tasks (Zhao et al., 2023). Also, the task
implicitly encourages the model to use peripheral
or auxiliary information to construct explanations
without directly challenging the core knowledge.
The success of LLMs in abduction tasks suggests
they are adept at navigating their extensive pre-
trained knowledge to find and apply relevant pe-
ripheral information that can explain new obser-
vations without directly confronting or needing to
alter core knowledge.

Revision tasks differ from abduction tasks by
requiring language models (LLMs) to evaluate the
validity of core versus peripheral knowledge in the
face of contradictions. While abduction tasks al-
low for generating explanations that work around
core knowledge and incorporate additional, com-
patible information to explain an observation, revi-
sion tasks demand a direct assessment of whether
to modify core knowledge or adjust peripheral de-
tails. The fact that LLMs do not exhibit a holistic
approach in revision tasks indicates they may not in-



(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

(d)(c)(b)(a)

Figure 4: "Ab_observ" involves a comparison between negating a general fact and negating an observation fact.
On the other hand, "Ab_etc" contrasts the negation of a general fact with the utilization of other peripheral facts.
"Rev_observ" is a task that involves deciding which needs to be modified between a general fact and the claim that
an observation is valid. "Rev_etc", on the other hand, is a task that determines what needs to be revised between a
general fact and the absence of other hypothetical conditions.

herently prioritize protecting core knowledge when
faced with its potential revision.

Qualitative Analysis for Argument Generation
Task: Can language models make a holistic in-
ference? In the argument generation task, which
best represents the indeterministic argumentative
structure of epistemological holism, we similarly
measured the ratio of conclusion where LLMs refer
to peripheral statements.

When measuring the PRR in the generation task,
we used a soft criterion. Specifically, as long as
the hypothesis was not completely negated, we
considered the language model to have made a pe-
ripheral response; also, any mention of a peripheral
statement was given a positive PRR score. This is
because, especially with models like those in the
GPT series and Phi-2, even if they partially reject
the hypothesis with phrases like "not all" or "not
always" or even outright deny it, they sometimes
mention other external conditions or observational
errors that influence the observation fact.

According to Table 1, the T5 models, which
had a PRR in the range of 10%, often generated
responses that directly negated the hypothesis. Ad-
ditionally, the T5 models produced a higher num-
ber of nonsensical responses such as "No," or in-
decisive responses like "It is impossible to tell,"
compared to decoder-only models (See Table 6
in Appendix C.1). The Llama2 series stood out
among nine models in the generation task for craft-
ing the most holistic arguments. They not only
explained observation facts using other conditions
and factors but also mentioned the possibility of

measurement errors (see Appendix C.3). Further-
more, Llama2 models often initially negate the
hypothesis but then mention that the situation oc-
curred under different conditions or that the ob-
servation cannot be generalized (see Table 11 in
Appendix C). They sometimes generate answers
arguing that we should not generalize the specific
cases (See Table 13 in Appendix C). Conversely,
Phi-2 and the GPT series tended to interpret the
given holistic argument prompts more as logical
problems than from a holistic view. As the hypothe-
sis is contradicted to the observation, these models
follow the observation and refute the hypothesis.
For example, faced with “I observed that some card-
board materials are magnetic.” against “cardboard
is always nonmagnetic,” they concluded, “The con-
clusion is that the initial hypothesis is incorrect.
Not all cardboard is nonmagnetic,” providing a
logically perfect answer that explicitly addresses
the contradiction. Particularly, GPT-3.5 generates
conservative responses stating that the observation
does not support the hypothesis without determin-
ing the truth of the hypothesis (See Table 21 in
Appendix C). More representative examples and
qualitative analysis can be found in the Appendix
C.

Categorization of Peripheral Statements The
dataset can be divided into two categories based on
the peripheral statement e∗2:

1. e∗2 that denies the observation itself by men-
tioning the atypicality of the observation.

2. e∗2 that explains the observation by using other
factors or external conditions.



(a)(a) (c)(b)

Figure 5: Changes in the success rate of knowledge edition over epochs during Knowledge Edit Supervised-
Finetuning. (a) involves training on the negation of factual knowledge, while (b) and (c) involve fine-tuning the
negation of general knowledge and the counter-observation of general knowledge, respectively. The success rate in
(a) is the proportion at which the model negates the trained factual knowledge, and in (b) and (c), it is the rate at
which general knowledge is answered as false.

We consider the former (1) to be a more immedi-
ate and more peripheral response to the counter
observation of general knowledge. We randomly
sampled 125 instances (s, c, e∗1, e

∗
2) including e∗2

that deny the observation fact and 125 instances in-
cluding e∗2 using external conditions. We then com-
pared their performance in abduction and revision
tasks. If LLMs impose a hierarchy on knowledge,
considering the denial of an observation to be more
peripheral, then the PRR for samples that deny the
observation would be higher. However, the results
in Figure 4 showed that the PRR was higher for
samples introducing external conditions for both
abduction and revision tasks. We interpret this as
language models not being accustomed to denying
the given context and thus having some difficulty
in maintaining a holism network.

Can LLMs Protect Core Knowledge from Fine-
Tuning? So far, we have explored whether lan-
guage models can make holistic inferences about
input contexts in a zero-shot manner. However, in
this final experiment, we investigated whether lan-
guage models are reluctant to modify core knowl-
edge through supervised fine-tuning (SFT). Specifi-
cally, we tried to see if the language model still con-
siders the target sentence S to be true after being
trained on N , the negation of the target sentence.
We conducted three experiments with GPT-2, the
first utilizing the factual knowledge in the FEVER-
OUS dataset (Aly et al., 2021), with the remain-
ing two using datasets we created. In these three
cases, N represents the negation of the FEVER-
OUS dataset, direct negation of S, and counter ob-
servation of S, respectively, and the success rate is
the proportion of revision success, i.e., the rate at
which the target sentence was answered as “False.”
As can be seen (c) in Figure 5, after 5 epochs,

Figure 6: PRR score comparison between model and
human responses. Different participants took part in
each abduction and revision task. While GPT-3.5-turbo
and GPT-4 exhibit similarities with human PRR in the
abduction task, they significantly fall behind in the revi-
sion task.

when general knowledge was indirectly negated by
counter-examples, the language model preserved
its knowledge. However, merely indirectly negat-
ing does not allow us to ascertain if LLMs consider
general knowledge as a core statement, as (Cohen
et al., 2023) indicates vulnerability in knowledge
editing to implicit consequences. Moreover, the fi-
nal success rates in the two cases of direct negation
were similar by (a), (b) in 5. In fact, the value was
higher in the early stages when general knowledge
was negated. Thus, through SFT, we can easily
modify general knowledge itself, and models read-



ily revise the general knowledge.

Human Evaluation We conducted a human eval-
uation with approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB), involving a total of 10 participants.
To mitigate potential cross-task influence, five par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to solve the ab-
duction task, and the other five tackled the revision
task. We randomly sampled 100 questions each
from a pool of 1709 abduction and revision prob-
lems, where participants had to choose the appro-
priate option for a given counter observation, same
with the original tasks. As shown in Figure 6, for
the abduction task, all participants demonstrated a
PRR above 50%, with two out of five correctly ex-
plaining the observed phenomena using peripheral
statements in over 95 of the 100 sampled problems.
For the revision task, among the participants, 3 out
of 5 scored beyond a 50% PRR, indicating that
these individuals tend to revise peripheral knowl-
edge rather than core knowledge when encounter-
ing abnormal situations. The remaining partici-
pants also had a stronger tendency to preserve core
knowledge than the language models. You can see
more detailed information in Appendix D.

8 Conclusion

The purpose of the paper was to explore whether
LLMs exhibit characteristics consistent with epis-
temological holism, as they suggest that common-
sense, general, and certain knowledge serves as the
foundation of our belief network and is difficult to
revise easily. Our findings reveal a nuanced picture:
LLMs adeptly navigate peripheral beliefs in abduc-
tion tasks without negating core beliefs, showing
proficiency in generating abductive explanations.
However, across other evaluative frameworks, they
exhibit a lesser tendency to recognize and protect
the special status of core knowledge, suggesting
a divergence from holism’s principled knowledge
interconnected hierarchy. The variability in results
suggests that the extent to which language mod-
els conform to a holistic epistemological model
varies by context, demonstrating an incomplete
commitment to the principles of holistic epistemol-
ogy. Consequently, it seems that language models
do not consistently apply a holistic methodology to
knowledge processing and reasoning across diverse
cognitive challenges.

9 Limitations and Further Research

While we have explored the knowledge possessed
by LLMs from the perspective of epistemological
holism in this paper, it is important not to conclude
from our results that language models possess an
incorrect epistemology. Holism, though influential
and plausible within the realms of linguistics and
the philosophy of science, is but one among many
theories of epistemology. Moreover, as we have
discussed, how to form a priori interconnections
and hierarchies among the knowledge within lan-
guage models remains an open question for further
inquiry. In this research, as our first aim is about the
zero-shot inference of LLMs, we only conducted
simple SFT experiments, but larger-scale experi-
ments that influence core knowledge in different
ways and examine its effects would also be neces-
sary.
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GPT, for grammatical corrections and coding as-
sistance. This technology served as an auxiliary
resource to enhance the clarity and accuracy of our
work, without directly influencing the research out-
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Appendix

A Dataset Statistics

The total number of samples in table W is 9,727. By the extraction stage, we extracted 1,779 samples and
filtered 7,948 out. After GPT‘s overgeneration, we deleted 70 samples that contained repetitive sentences.

Source Counts Source Counts

Action 179 Dominant-recessiv 26

Affect 50 Environment 18

Affordances 27 Hardness 12

Cause 181 Inherited-learned 40

Change 85 Magnetism 59

Comparison 65 Durability 4

Contains 99 Opacity 8

Coupled relationship 199 Purity-mixture 9

Durations 1 Orbital 7

During 30 Relative-distance 13

Formedby 70 Solubility 6

Frequency 7 Shape-Volume 4

Habitat 12 State-of-matter-Temperature 5

Ifthen 171 Things 130

Instances 3 Warm-Cold blooded 7

Lifespan 1 Requires 38

Locations 37 Sourceof 1

Process-stage-order 13 Stage-in-Process 14

Animal-reproduction 10 Transfer 16

Chemical-charge 5 UsedFor 3

Chemical-reaction 6 Vehicle 23

Conductivity 15 Total 1709

Table 2: Statistics for holism dataset.It consists of various fields of science.



B Prompt Template

Abduction Prompt Template

Observation: {observation}
Options:
(A) {explanation1}
(B) {explanation2}
What is the best explanation for the observation? You should choose one among the options.

Table 3: The default prompt template for abduction task. {observation} refers to the counter-observation situation
of the general scientific fact. {explanation1} and {explanation2} are randomly assigned either a negation of core
knowledge or an explanation using a peripheral statement.

Revision Prompt Template

Observation: {observation}
Options:
(A) {explanation1}
(B) {explanation2}
Considering the observation, which option is more likely to be revised? You should choose one
among the options.

Table 4: The default prompt template for revision task. {observation} refers to the counter-observation situation of
the general scientific fact. {explanation1} and {explanation2} are randomly assigned either a core knowledge or
explanation of the absence of other conditions or observation errors.



Argument Generation Prompt Template

Hypothesis: hypothesis
Observation: observation
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?

Table 5: The default prompt template for revision task. {hypothesis} refers to the the general scientific fact (core
knowledge). observation is the counter-observation situation of the general scientific fact..



C Qualitative Analysis

This section includes a detailed qualitative analysis of generation tasks. As the response style is different
from the language models, we divided the response by each language model.

C.1 Response Statistics

Model Argument Generation

Metric Non-sensical or Ambiguous Response Withdraw Response

Flan-T5-Base 59% 3.7%

Flan-T5-Large 55.1% 5.9%

Flan-T5-XL 58% 3.1%

Flan-T5-XXL 46% 1.8%

Llama2-7b-chat 3% 0%

Llama2-13b-chat 2.2% 0%

Phi-2 3% 0%

GPT-3.5-turbo 11.3% 0%

GPT-4 1.7% 0%

Table 6: The Non-sensical or Ambiguous Response refers to cases where the answer to a question is nonsensical,
such as "No" or code generation. Withdraw Response refers to instances where the question is abandoned, as seen
in responses like "It is impossible to tell." Withdraw Responses were primarily observed in T5 models.



C.2 Responses from T5

Negative PRR Response

Hypothesis: an animal requires enough nutrients to maintain good health; survive.
Observation: I observed an animal that survived and maintained good health despite not receiving
enough nutrients.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: An animal can survive and maintain good health without receiving enough nutrients.

Table 7: The case that the T5 model negates the core statement "I observed an animal that survived and maintained
good health despite not receiving enough nutrients." by accepting the observation and making a hasty generalization.

Negative PRR Response

Hypothesis: the cocoons being created occurs during the the pupa stage in a life cycle.
Observation: I observed that cocoons are not always created during the pupa stage in a life cycle.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: It is not possible to tell

Table 8: The example of withdraw response of T5 model. The withdraw response only occurs in T5 models.

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: waves contain mechanical energy.
Observation: I observed a wave that did not contain mechanical energy.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: It is impossible to observe a wave that did not contain mechanical energy.

Table 9: The case that T5 model denies the observation by negating the observation.



C.3 Responses from Llama

Negative PRR Response

Hypothesis: mice give birth to live young.
Observation: I observed a mouse laying eggs instead of giving birth to live young.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: Based on the given hypothesis and observation, the conclusion would be that the
hypothesis is false. The hypothesis states that mice give birth to live young, but the observation
shows that the mouse laid eggs instead of giving birth to live young. This contradicts the hypothesis
and suggests that mice do not give birth to live young. Therefore, the conclusion is that the
hypothesis is false and the observation provides evidence to support this conclusion.

Table 10: The case that Llama model denies general scientific fact and made a hasty generalization "mice do not
give birth to live young."

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: an image in a mirror is formed by reflecting light.
Observation: I observed that an image in a mirror is not formed by reflecting light.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion of the hypothesis and observation is that the image in a mirror is not
formed by reflecting light.
The hypothesis states that an image in a mirror is formed by reflecting light. However, the
observation contradicts this hypothesis by showing that an image in a mirror is not formed by
reflecting light. Therefore, the conclusion is that the image in a mirror is formed by some
other means, such as by the brain’s ability to process visual information and create a mental
image of what is seen in the mirror, or by some other physical or psychological mechanism.It
is important to note that the observation does not necessarily disprove the hypothesis entirely,
but rather suggests that there may be other factors at play in the formation of images in
mirrors. Further investigation and experimentation may be necessary to fully understand
the mechanism by which images are formed in mirrors.

Table 11: The example of Llama’s Positive PRR case. Although the model negates the hypothesis at first, it generates
the explanation by exploiting other conditions and factors that might affect the hypothesis and observations.

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: electrons have the least mass in an atom.
Observation: I observed that protons have the least mass in an atom.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: . . . Therefore, the conclusion that logically follows from your hypothesis and obser-
vation is that you have made an error in your observation or reasoning. It is important to
ensure that the conclusions we draw are based on accurate and consistent information to
avoid drawing false conclusions. . . .

Table 12: The example of Llama’s Positive PRR case. Instead of negating the hypothesis, the model mentions the
possibility of errors in the observation.



Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: a desert environment usually is hot in temperature.
Observation: I experienced a desert environment that was cold in temperature.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: . . . In other words, the observation contradicts the hypothesis, so we cannot confirm
the hypothesis as universally true. It is important to note that this conclusion is based on
a single observation and may not be representative of all desert environments. Further
research or additional observations may be necessary to confirm or refute the hypothesis. . . .

Table 13: The example of Llama’s Positive PRR case. The response mentions that the counter-observation cannot
be representative of all cases.



C.4 Responses from Phi-2

Negative PRR Response

Hypothesis: a tadpole lives in water.
Observation: I observed a tadpole living outside of water.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion is that the tadpole is not living in water.

Table 14: The example where Phi-2 negates the core statement by accepting the observation.

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: reproductive behavior is an inherited characteristic.
Observation: I observed that reproductive behavior can vary within a species, even among indi-
viduals with the same genetic inheritance.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion is that reproductive behavior is not solely determined by genetic inheri-
tance, but can also be influenced by environmental factors and individual experiences.

Table 15: The case that T5 model denies the observation by negating the observation.

Negative PRR Response

Hypothesis: using tools is a learned characteristic.
Observation: I observed a group of animals using tools without any prior learning or training.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion is that using tools is a learned characteristic.

Table 16: It is the case where the hypothesis is simply presented as the conclusion without explanation were also
classified as positive.



C.5 Responses from GPT

Negative PRR Response

Hypothesis: circulation the circulatory system transports blood throughout the body.
Observation: I observed that the circulatory system does not transport blood throughout the body.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion is that the hypothesis is incorrect.

Table 17: The case that GPT model directly negates the hypothesis by observing the counter example.

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: the color of; coloration of fur is an inherited characteristic.
Observation: I observed that the coloration of fur in a litter of puppies was not consistent, despite
both parents having the same fur color.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion could be that the coloration of fur in puppies is not solely determined
by the fur color of the parents, suggesting that other genetic factors or possibly recessive genes
may be involved. This could potentially challenge the hypothesis that fur color is a straightforward
inherited characteristic.

Table 18: The case that GPT model keeps the hypothesis by mentioning other possible factors.

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: monkeys give birth to live young.
Observation: I observed a monkey laying eggs instead of giving birth to live young.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: Monkeys can lay eggs.

Table 19: The example discusses the same topic of inheritance as seen in Table 18 and explains the situation in the
same manner.

Positive PRR Response

Hypothesis: the Law of Superposition is the lowest layers contain the oldest rocks in undisturbed
layers of sedimentary rocks.
Observation: In a specific location, I observed that the lowest layers contain the youngest rocks in
undisturbed layers of sedimentary rocks.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion is that the given observation contradicts the hypothesis of the Law of
Superposition. This could mean that the layers of rocks in that specific location have been disturbed
or there is an error in the observation or understanding of the rock layers.

Table 20: GPT model denies the observation fact and protect the general hypothesis by mentioning the error in the
observation



Ambiguous Response

Hypothesis: sunlight produces heat.
Observation: I observed that sunlight does not produce heat.
What is the conclusion of given hypothesis and observation?
Answer: The conclusion would be that the hypothesis is not supported by the observation.

Table 21: The response only states that the observation weakens the hypothesis without addressing whether the
hypothesis is true or false, so it was classified as an ambiguous case.



D Human evaluation

This section includes a detailed analysis and template for human evaluation.

D.1 Cohen‘s Kappa between human and model responses

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5 Average

GPT-3.5-turbo 0.106 -0.126 0.1 0.06 0.07 0.042

GPT-4 0.338 -0.141 0.09 0.177 0.154 0.123

Phi-2 0.402 -0.072 0.19 0.135 0.165 0.164

Table 22: Cohen‘s Kappa for abduction task.

Participant 6 Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9 Participant 10 Average

GPT-3.5-turbo -0.079 -0.095 0.057 0.074 -0.224 -0.076

GPT-4 0.023 -0.02 0.051 -0.009 -0.005 0.008

Phi-2 -0.176 -0.107 0.186 0.061 -0.014 -0.01

Table 23: Cohen‘s Kappa for revision task.



D.2 Template for Human Evaluation

Figure 7: Google form template for abduction task.



Figure 8: Google form template for revision task.


